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Hello

Feel free to print out and use this as study material. Here you will learn to count 
from 1, no, 0 until 100. Perfect lesson for beginners. Please review as much as 
possible to master them all. It won’t take long.

And… if you REALLY want to learn to German with 1,000+ of Audio & Video 
effective lessons from real teachers – Click here to sign up for free at 
GermanPod101.com and start learning. I personally recommend them.

1 to 10 in German
Number English German

1 zero Null
2 one eins
3 two zwei
4 three drei
5 four vier
6 five fünf
7 six sechs
8 seven sieben
9 eight acht
9 nine neun

10 ten zehn
11 to 20 in German

Number German English
11 elf eleven
12 zwölf twelve
13 dreizehn thirteen
14 vierzehn fourteen
15 fünfzehn fifteen
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Now, going to 100 is easy. 

First, to say the tens (like, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90) you need to know this rule. 

Refer to the numbers you learned from 1-9 then add “zig”

So, you know that vier is for. So, vier+zig = vierzig = 40.

Now, what about the in-between numbers? Like 24, 35, 59, 71 and 99? 

You need to know this second rule or formula.

A. Start with the numbers you learned from 1-9
B. Add “und”
C. Then refer to the tens (20, 30, 50, etc. .. 90)
D. Add A+B+C

So, say you want to say 22.

16 sechzehn sixteen
17 siebzehn seventeen
18 achtzehn eighteen
19 neunzehn nineteen
20 zwanzig twenty

20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100 in German
Number German English

20 zwanzig twenty
30 dreizig thirty
40 vierzig fourty
50 fünfzig fifty
60 sechszig sixy
70 siebenzig seventy
80 achtzig eighty
90 neunzig ninety
100 ein-hundert one hundred
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A. Start with the numbers you learned from 1-9
A. 2 is zwan

B. Add “und”
A. add und

C. Then refer to the tens (20, 30, 50, etc. .. 90)
A. twenty is zwanzig

D. Add A+B+C
A. so, zwan+und+zwanzig
B. zwanundzwanzig 

So, zwanundzwanzig is how you say 22. It’s saying like 2 and 20. Here are more examples for 
you.

And… if you REALLY want to learn to German with 1,000+ of effective lessons 
from real teachers – Click here to sign up for free at GermanPod101.com and 
start learning!

✓ 1,000+ Audio & Video Lessons
✓  New Lessons Every Week
✓  Free App to Learn Anywhere Anytime
✓  Levels from Absolute Beginner to Advanced

In-betweener number examples
Number German English

44 vierundvierzig forty-four
99 neunundneunzig ninety-nine
55 fünfundfünfzig fifty-five
22 zweiundzwanzig twenty-two
66 sechsundsechzig sixty-six
21 einundzwanzig twenty-one
77 siebenundsiebzig seventy-seven
33 dreiunddreißig thirty-three
88 achtundachtzig eighty-eight
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